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The lack of a suitable demembranated cell model has hindered the

study of the mechanisms responsible for the regulation of ciliary

waveform and coordination. In this study procedures for the

isolation of ciliated cells from the newt, Taricha granulosa, by

trypsin dissociation, and their subsequent demembranation with Triton

X-100 and reactivation with MgATP are described. Reactivation of

these cell models with a high degree of mechanochemicalcoupling

depends on avoidance of mechanical damage, and maintenance of optimal

conditions during tyrypsinization, demembranation, and

reactivation. Highly motile models were prepared from cells

incubated in 0.5% trypsin for 48 hours at 4°C, treated briefly with 2

mM EDTA, separated by gentle agitation, and concentrated by

centrifugation at low G forces. Optimal demembranation and

reactivation conditions are similar to those described previously for

isolated newt lung axonemes.



Under these conditions, nearly 100% of the models can be

reactivated when provided with MgATP, and 90-95% show coordinated

beating in the ciliary tuft. Beat frequencies within the range

measured in living cells can be obtained. The reactivated motility

is stable for 30 minutes at constant MgATP. Ciliary waveform and the

pattern of coordination are not different from those observed in

living cells. On the basis of these results, it can be concluded

that these cell models possess a high degree of mechanochemical

coupling, and display motility that is characteristic of the living

system.

These highly coupled models were used to show that: 1)

development of coordination in the ciliary tuft occurs at a higher

substrate concentration range (10-25 pM) than that required to

initiate motility per se (2-10 pM); 2) the outer dynein arms are

essentially nonfunctional at substrate levels below 35 pM ATP, and

they are not required for the coordinated beating of cilia; 3)

ciliary waveforms and the type of metachrony are regulated

independent of beat frequency; 4) beat frequency varies biphasically

in response to MgATP, as has been shown previously for isolated,

individual newt lung axonemes. Apparent Fmax and Km values of 25 Hz

and 0.15 mM, and 35 Hz and 0.47 mM, respectively, have been obtained

for each linear segment of the biphasic double reciprocal plot.
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ISOLATION OF NEWT LUNG CILIATED CELL MODELS AND

CHARACTERIZATION OF THEIR MOTILE CAPABILITIES

CHAPTER I.

GENERAL INTRODUCTION

Mucus and trapped debris are transported out of the lungs of

vertebrates by the rhythmic beating of cilia, rod-shaped, membrane-

bound organelles projecting from the surface of epithelial cells

lining the airspace. The mucus, secreted either by mucous glands or

by specialized goblet cells interspersed between the ciliated cells,

forms a partial or complete layer over the cilia, and has rheological

properties which facilitate entrapment of debris and its transport

anteriad. Mucociliary transport continuously rids the lungs of

foreign material, thus serving in the defense against damage or

disease. This process is impaired in diseases such as Immotile Cilia

Syndrome (Afzelius, 1976), and Cystic Fibrosis (Wood, Boat, and

Doershuk, 1976).

Ciliary movements, unlike the undulations of flagella, are

asymmetric. A ciliary beat cycle is made up of an effective, or

power stroke, during which the rigid, extended cilium moves in an

oar-like manner, and a recovery stroke, in which the cilium bends

back along its entire length, returning finally to the initial

extended position. The mechanical work necessary for transport is

performed during the effective stroke when cilia extend their
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greatest distance from the cell body. Transport in the reverse

direction is less during the recovery stroke, when the ciliary

profile is much closer to the cell surface. Actually, mucus

transport by cilia is known to involve two layers: one, a serous

layer, closest to the cell surface, is affected by both the effective

and recovery strokes, so that some backflow during the recovery

stroke reduces net transport. The second, mucous layer, further from

the cell surface, is affected only by the distal part of the cilia

during the effective stroke. In mucociliary systems this layering

effect is accentuated by the great difference in viscosity between

the mucus and the more watery layer of serous fluid beneath it. The

cilia contact the mucus only during the effective stroke, with the

mucus being transported by the clawing action of the ciliary tips.

The visco-elastic mucus layer remains unaffected by backwash in the

serous layer during the recovery stroke (Lucas and Douglas, 1934;

Litt, 1971; Sanderson and Sleigh, 1981).

One result of the asymmetry of ciliary beat cycles is the

production of metachronal coordination in large fields of cilia.

Metachronism is characterized by spatial and temporal phase shifting

of ciliary beat cycles with respect to those of their neighbors,

which creates a travelling wavefront. The metachronal wavefront

travels at right angles to a line in which all cilia are beating

synchronously; i.e., their beat cycles are not phase shifted. This

metachronal coordination helps maintain continuity of fluid flow by

assuring that at any particular instant, there are always some cilia

in the effective stroke.
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The direction of the metachronal wave is related to the ciliary

effective stroke by certain fixed angles. This relationship forms

the basis of a system for classifying types of metachrony (Knight-

Jones, 1954). If the ciliary effective stroke and metachronal wave

transmission occur in the same plane, the metachrony is termed

orthoplectic. The two types of orthoplectic metachronism are

symplectic, in which effective stroke and metachronal wave proceed in

the same direction, and antiplectic, in which they travel in opposite

directions. Metachrony is termed diaplectic if the effective stroke

and wave occur at right angles to each other. Two types of

diaplectic metachrony occur. In dexioplectic metachronism, the

effective stroke is directed to the right of the direction of the

metachronal wave, and in laeoplectic metachronism, it is directed to

the left of the direction of the metachronal wave. Metachrony

intermediate to these types is described by a combination of terms,

such as antilaeoplectic, or dexiosymplectic metachronism.

There also seems to be a relationship between the three-

dimensional configuration of the ciliary beat and the type of

metachronism. Orthoplectic metachronism has been noted when the

recovery stroke is co-planar with the effective stroke, whereas

gyration of the ciliary tip outside the plane of the effective stroke

has been associated with diaplectic metachronism. Counterclockwise

gyration of the recovery stroke is linked with dexioplexy. Clockwise

gyration of the recovery stroke seems to be characteristic of

laeoplexy. Apparently in each case the particular type of

metachronism results from the timing of beat cycles so that
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interference among individual cilia is minimized (Machemer, 1972,

1974).

Diaplectic and antiplectic types of metachronism are much more

common than symplectic in large fields of closely packed cilia,

possibly because visco-mechanical interactions among these cilia are

greater (Sleigh, 1974). Diaplexy and antiplexy are thought to result

in increased efficiency of propulsion because 1) temporal and spatial

separation of effective strokes can maintain continuity of flow and

increased flow velocity in the fluid layer at the ciliary tips, 2)

maintenance of a low profile near the cell surface during the

recovery stroke minimizes backflow, and 3) interference between

adjacent cilia is minimized and occurs mainly during the recovery

stroke, when efficiency of fluid transport is not crucial (Sleigh,

1976).

This is supported by observations of protozoan systems, where

dexioplexy is the rule, and the lateral gill cilia of molluscs, which

produce laeoplectic metachronism (Machemer, 1974; Sleigh, 1974). In

these water-propelling systems, the lowest possible profile in the

recovery stroke is desirable. This is accomplished by pronounced

gyration to the side, and results in diaplectic metachronism.

Antiplectic (Wilson, Jahn, and Fonesca, 1975; Cheung, 1981) or

antilaeoplectic (Sanderson and Sleigh, 1981; Marino and Aiello, 1982)

metachronism usually are reported for mucociliary systems, where the

inherent resistance of the highly viscous mucus to backflow makes it

less crucial to achieve the lowest possible profile during the

recovery stroke (Sanderson and Sleigh, 1981; Sleigh, 1974, 1976). It
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has been suggested that metachronism in mucociliary systems is not

continuous over the entire epithelium, but rather is weakly developed

into small, isolated patches of metachronal coordination (Cheung,

1981; Sanderson and Sleigh, 1981).

Some studies of ciliary movements have involved careful

descriptions of the ciliary beat cycle and metachronal patterns in

the hopes that comparisons of parameters of ciliary movement may

result in generalized conclusions about ciliary movement. One

approach to studying the ciliary beat cycle has been the analysis of

high speed cine films (Sleigh, 1968). The following information can

be obtained from such analyses: 1) Whether the recovery stroke is

co-planar with the effective stroke, or gyrates to either side of the

plane of the effective stroke; 2) the angle the basal portion of the

cilium makes with respect to the cell surface during the cycle; 3)

the position of the bend in the cilium as it is propagated distally

along the shaft during the recovery stroke. From these data a number

of parameters can be calculated, such as the angular swing and

angular velocities of the ciliary base or tip during each portion of

the cycle, total duration of the recovery and effective strokes, the

ratio of the effective and recovery stroke angular velocities, the

ratio of the effective and recovery stroke durations, the velocity of

recovery stroke bend propagation tipward (Sleigh, 1968). These

parameters can be used for direct comparisons of the beat cycles of

different ciliary systems.

However, this type of analysis has been limited almost completely

to water transporting compound cilia (Sleigh, 1968), primarily
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because the small size, dense packing, and high beat frequencies of

simple cilia make visualization of individual cilia very difficult.

These problems are exacerbated in mucociliary systems, where the

cilia are even shorter, and more densely packed on an opaque

mucosa. Furthermore, manipulations intended to increase visibility

often either damage the cells, or alter ciliary movements or

coordination. To date, verbal descriptions and purely diagrammatic

representations have been used to partially characterize the beat

cycles of frog pharyngeal epithelial cilia (Wilson et al., 1975),

rabbit oviduct cilia (Cheung, 1981), and rabbit tracheal cilia

(Sanderson and Sleigh, 1981), but no beat cycle parameters have been

calculated for any mucociliary system.

In addition, the mechanisms controlling coordination and the

ciliary waveform during the beat cycle still are poorly understood.

It is clear that hydrodynamic interactions among cilia play an

important role (reviewed in Machemer, 1974; Sleigh, 1974; Sleigh,

1976; Sanderson and Sleigh, 1981; Tamm, 1980), but there is evidence

that other mechanisms also may be involved (Sleigh, 1969, 1974; Tamm,

1973). One approach to elucidating these mechanisms is through the

the use of demembranated cell models whose function can be evaluated

and manipulated by controlling experimental conditions. Cell models

are simplifications of cells, usually devoid of their limiting

membranes, which preserve some of the functions of the living cells

(Arronet, 1973).

Flagellar models, whose axonemes can be reactivated with ATP,

have contributed significantly to our understanding of how beat
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frequency and waveform are controlled in flagellar axonemes (Asai and

Brokaw, 1980; Brokaw, 1975, 1979; Brokaw and Benedict, 1975; Brokaw

and Josslin, 1973; Brokaw and Simonick, 1977; Gibbons and Gibbons,

1972, 1973, 1976, 1979, 1980, 1981; Gibbons, Cosson, Evans, Gibbons,

Houck, Martinson, Sale, and Tang, 1978; Ishiguro, Murofushi, and

Sakai, 1982; Ogawa, Mohri and Mohri, 1977; Okuno and Brokaw, 1979;

Okuno, Asai, Ogawa, and Brokaw, 1981; Sale and Gibbons, 1979; Summers

and Gibbons, 1973; Yano and Miki-Nomura, 1981). The utility of these

models lies in their high degree of mechanochemical coupling, as

assessed by 1) the percent motility upon reactivation, 2) the beat

frequency of reactivated axonemes as compared to in vivo levels, and

3) the stability of the reactivated motility over time (Hard et al.,

1982).

In addition to these three functional criteria for mechano-

chemical coupling, characterization the motile capabilities of

ciliated cell models requires an assessment of the extent to which

ciliary waveform and coordination match those of living cells.

Previous studies have reported reactivation of ciliated cell models

(Dirksen and Zeira, 1981; Eckert and Murakami, 1972; Naitoh and

Kaneko, 1973; Torres, Renaud, and Portocarrero, 1977; Tsuchiya, 1972;

Walter and Satir, 1978), and these have provided valuable information

on the mechanism of axonemal motility, and the role of divalent

cations in the regulation of ciliary activity. However, the

suitability of these models for studying ciliary beat cycles and

coordination is limited because the motile performance of the models

is low when compared to living cells. Reactivated beat frequencies
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near those of their respective living cells were reported for

Necturus oviduct models (Eckert and Murakami, 1972), but the living

cells were cultured in a simple saline solution and the beat

frequencies of intact cells were low in comparison to those measured

from other amphibians. In addition, there was no attempt to

characterize ciliary waveforms or coordination. Reactivated beat

frequencies of Paramecium cell models (Naitoh and Kaneko, 1973),

Anolis oviduct ciliated cell cortices (Torres et al., 1977), and

Mytilus gill cell models (Tsuchiya, 1977) were substantially lower

than those of living cells, indicating reduced mechanochemical

coupling of the cilia. No beat frequency values were reported for

mussel gill cells (Walter and Satir, 1978), but less than 50% of the

cells in a preparation were reactivable also indicating reduced

mechanochemical coupling.

The present study proposes to rectify this situation by

developing a cell model with very high motile capabilities according

to the criteria listed above. In addition, this cell model is used

to characterize how beat frequency and ciliary waveforms vary with

ATP. The waveforms and pattern of coordination are compared to those

of living cells. The models are isolated from the lungs of the newt,

Taricha granulosa because this system possesses several advantages

for model studies (Hard and Weaver, 1983), including large cells,

relatively long cilia, and a temperature optimum of 20-21°C.

Individual ciliary axonemes with a very high degree of

mechanochemical coupling already have been isolated from this system

(Hard et al., 1982, Hard and Cypher, 1981). Thus, with minor
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modifications of established procedures, isolation of whole ciliary

tufts with high motile capabilities is possible.

In Chapter II the procedures for isolating and reactivating

highly motile, coordinated newt lung ciliated cell models are

described, and the mechanochemical coupling of the models is

evaluated. The models then are used in attempts to answer the

following questions regarding the mechanism of ciliary

coordination: 1) Does coordinated ciliary movement develop

simultaneously or sequentially with the initiation of motility

induced by adding MgATP to demembranated models ? 2) What is (are)

the specific threshold substrate level(s) for these events? 3) Does

coordination occur upon reaching a certain beat frequency, regardless

of substrate concentration, or at a set MgATP level, regardless of

beat frequency?

In Chapter III the motility of newt lung ciliated cell models is

characterized further. The effect of a wide range of MgATP

concentrations on beat frequency and ciliary waveform is examined and

the type of metachrony present in the ciliary tuft is determined.

Specific questions asked are: 1) Is the beat frequency response of

the models to MgATP linear or biphasic, as is the case for isolated

axonemes? 2) Are the waveforms of cilia in the demembranated models

the same as those in intact, living newt lung ciliated cells?, 3) Are

the waveforms of cilia in the models regulated independent of beat

frequency?
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CHAPTER II.

ISOLATION OF NEWT LUNG CILIATED CELL MODELS:

CHARACTERIZATION OF MOTILITY AND COORDINATION THRESHOLDS

INTRODUCTION

Mucociliary transport continuously rids the lungs of foreign

material, thus serving as a defense against damage or disease. The

mucociliary epithelium may be envisioned as a vast field of densely

packed, oscillating cilia. The beat cycles of cilia are coordinated

in regular spatial and temporal patterns allowing for increased

efficiency of mucus transport. These patterns assure that at any one

instant there are many cilia providing motive force so that

continuity of forward flow is maintained. Metachrony is a common

feature of coordinated groups of cilia (Machemer, 1972). Although

various types of metachrony have been described (Knight-Jones, 1954)

and well documented in living cells (Machemer, 1974; Sleigh, 1974;

Aiello and Sleigh, 1977; Sanderson and Sleigh, 1981), the mechanism

by which coordination occurs in groups of moving cilia is not fully

understood. The most widely accepted hypothesis proposes that

synchrony and metachrony result from hydrodynamic servo-regulation

which provides the least interference between individual cilia

beating near a common frequency (Machemer, 1972).

In most cases the observed patterns of coordination are

consistent with predictions from this hypothesis (reviewed in
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Machemer, 1974; Sleigh, 1974; Tamm, 1980), but in some systems the

patterns cannot be explained solely by hydrodynamic, viscomechanical

coupling of cilia (Sleigh, 1968, 1974). An alternative hypothesis

to hydrodynamic coupling invokes the transmission of a coordinating

impulse either electrically along the cell membrane or cortical

structures, or via chemical messengers (Sleigh, 1974; Tamm, 1973).

Because these studies used intact cells, direct manipulation of

intracellular factors was not possible, so evidence for these factors

still is indirect and somewhat equivocal.

A more direct method of studying factors affecting coordination

would be through the use of demembranated ciliated cell models, i.e.

isolated, functional ciliary tufts. The primary advantage of such

models is that upon removal of the cell membrane, axonemal components

directly contact the surrounding solution. Thus factors thought to

affect motility or coordination can be tested directly by

manipulation of solution or other conditions.

The potential usefulness of any ciliated cell model depends on

the degree to which its motile capabilities resemble those of its

corresponding living cells. It has been difficult to evaluate the

success of previous attempts to produce highly functional models

(Dirksen and Zeira, 1981; Eckert and Murakami, 1972; Naitoh and

Kaneko, 1973; Torres et al., 1977; Tsuchiya, 1977; Walter and Satir,

1978), because in many cases the characterization of the motility of

either the models or the living cells was incomplete. In addition,

the motile performance of the models was low in comparison to living

cells. Our work was designed to avoid these problems.
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The purpose of this study is to describe procedures for isolating

and reactivating highly motile, coordinated ciliary tufts from newt

lungs and to evaluate their motile capabilities. The newt system

possesses several advantages for model studies (see Hard and Weaver,

1983), including large cells, relatively long cilia, and a

temperature optimum of 20°C. Ciliary axonemes with a very high

degree of mechanochemical coupling already have been isolated from

this system (Hard et el., 1982; Hard and Cypher, 1981).

In addition, the models are used in attempts to answer the

following questions: 1) Does coordinated ciliary movement develop

simultaneously or sequentially with the initiation of motility

induced by adding MgATP to demembranated models? 2) What is (are) the

specific threshold level(s) for these events? 3) Does coordination

occur upon reaching a certain beat frequency, regardless of substrate

concentration, or at a set MgATP level regardless of beat

frequency? Other aspects of the motile behavior of the models,

including the effect of MgATP on beat frequency and waveform

parameters are presented in Chapter III.
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Experimental Animals

13

Taricha granulosa were captured locally and stored in a large

tank of running, dechlorinated water at 15°C. The newts were fed

finely chopped beef liver once or twice weekly.

Trypsinization of Lungs

The mucociliary epithelium is confined to areas overlying the

large, ventral pulmonary vein and proximal portions of its paired,

afferent tributary vessels (Hard et al., 1982). To reduce the

numbers of non-ciliated cells, strips of lung containing these areas

were isolated in sterile culture medium. The lung strips were minced

into small pieces, cooled on ice, and then put into cold, sterile,

0.5% trypsin solution (Type IX, Sigma Chemical Co., St. Louis, MO),

and stored at 4°C for 48 hours. The trypsin solution was prepared in

culture medium consisting of 60% Liebowitz medium (Liebowitz, 1963),

to which were added 5% whole egg ultrafiltrate, 10% fetal calf serum,

1% penicillin/streptomycin (10,000 units per m1/10,000 mcg per ml), 5

mM BES, and 5 mM HEPES buffers. The pH was adjusted to 7.2 with

NaOH, and the medium was sterilized by filtration. It was found that

this trypsinization protocol produced healthier cells than did a

number of alternative procedures tested (see Results).
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After 48 hours the trypsin solution was removed, and 1 ml 0.5%

Soybean Trypsin Inhibitor (Sigma Chemical Co., St. Louis, MO) in

culture medium was added. Five minutes later the medium containing

the trypsin inhibitor was replaced with fresh, cold, sterile culture

medium. The trypsinized lung fragments were stored on ice and used

the same day.

Isolation and Reactivation of Cell Models

For each preparation, several trypsinized lung fragments were

placed in a 6 x 50 mm glass tube containing Ca24-/Mg2+-free saline

plus 2 mM EDTA. After 5 minutes at room temperature, the fragments

were gently drawn up and down 10-20 times in a Pasteur pipet to free

the epithelial cells from the underlying tissues. The fragments then

were discarded. The contents of the tube were transferred to a 0.4

ul polyethylene tube and spun with a hand centrifuge (Wm. Boekel and

Co., Inc., Philadelphia, PA) at 550-600 rpm for 1 minute. The pellet

of cells was rinsed twice with Wash Buffer (Hard et al., 1982; see

Appendix, Table AI) to remove all traces of the Ca2+/Mg2+-free

saline. After washing, the cells were put into two drops of

Demembranating Solution (Hard et al. 1983; see Appendix, Table AI).

Immediately after demembranation, the models were placed on a

coverglass, and a drop of Reactivating Solution (Hard et al., 1982;

see Appendix, Table AI) was added. After allowing 1-2 minutes for

models to adhere, the coverglass was inverted onto spacers made of

Silastic elastomer (Dow Corning Corp., Midland, MI) which were placed
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on the top coverglass of a temperature-controlled observation chamber

(Hard and Cypher, 1981). A large excess of Reactivating Solution

containing the desired ATP concentration was perfused slowly through

the preparation with a filter paper wick.

High Salt Extraction and Vanadate Treatment of Cell Models

In several experiments we wished to compare the behavior of

normal models with those bearing cilia whose outer dynein arms were

either removed or inhibited. Depletion of outer arm dynein was

accomplished by perfusing preparations of demembranated models with a

large excess of High Salt Solution (Table AI). After 1 minute the

High Salt Solution was completely replaced with fresh Reactivating

Solution.

Inhibition of outer arm dynein was accomplished by perfusing

freshly prepared models with Reactivating Solutions containing

different concentrations of Na 3 VO 4 10 H2O (Orthovanadate: Matheson,

Coleman and Bell, Cincinnati, OH). All experiments were conducted at

21°C.

Beat Frequency Measurements

Reactivated models were observed using a Wild-Heerbrugg binocular

compound microscope equipped with phase contrast optics. Beat

frequencies were measured stroboscopically with a Model 136 Point
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Source Strobex (Chadwick-Helmuth Co., Elmonte, CA). Beat frequencies

below 4-5 Hz were measured using a stopwatch.

Although single cell models and pairs usually predominated in the

preparations, some cell aggregates of various sizes also were

present, along with blood cells and a few other non-ciliated cells.

Only single models and pairs were selected for observations and

measurements, because demembranated cell aggregates often were

surrounded partially or wholly by mucus, which impeded ciliary

motion. Of these single models and pairs, the few showing obvious

structural damage, marked loss of cilia, or impediment to ciliary

beating were disqualified.

Photomicrography

Photomicrographs were taken with a Nikon camera affixed to a

Zeiss UEM microscope equipped with Nomarski differential interference

contrast (D1C) and phase contrast optics. Kodak Technical Pan and

Kodak Panatomic X (35 mm) films were used and developed in HC110.

The film was exposed by a single flash (duration 20-55 microseconds)

from the stroboscope.

Visual observations were confirmed from high speed movies taken

with a Redlake Locam Model 51 high-speed 16 mm movie camera (Redlake

Corporation, Campbell, CA) using Kodak Technical Pan 16 mm film

developed in HC110. For this purpose, the stroboscope was

synchronized to the framing rate of the camera.
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Electron Microscopy

Electron microscopy was used to confirm the high salt extraction

of dynein arms. Ciliated cells were isolated at room temperature

from lung fragments as described above, and pelleted using the hand

centrifuge at approximately 1000 rpm in BEEM capsules in which all

subsequent steps took place. The cell pellet was rinsed with Wash

Buffer and agitated in Demembranating Solution. The models were

pelleted at 1000 rpm and either immersed in Reactivating Solution or

agitated in High Salt Solution. Those extracted with high salt were

pelleted once more and then washed with Reactivation Solution. The

pelleted tufts were fixed for 20 minutes in 2% glutaraldehyde in

Standard Reactivating solution (pH 7.0), rinsed three times in

Standard Reactivating Solution minus ATP, postfixed for 30 minutes in

1% 0s04 in the same buffer, and thoroughly rinsed in distilled

water. The fixed pellets were then dehydrated in a graded series of

ethanol followed by propylene oxide, and embedded in Epon-Araldite

resins.

Thin sections were cut using a diamond knife and a Sorvall MT-2

ultramicrotome. The sections were stained with lead citrate and

uranyl acetate, and examined with a Phillips 300 transmission

electron microscope operated at 60 kV.
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The newt lung mucociliary epithelium is relatively resistant to

dissociation with trypsin. Relatively high trypsin concentrations or

long incubation times were required to free the epithelial cells from

the underlying connective tissue. Vigorous agitation was to be

avoided. Models prepared from cells subjected to very intense

agitation had low motile capabilities upon reactivation. Models with

the highest motility were obtained from cells that had been incubated

in 0.5% trypsin for 48 hours at 4°C. Trypsin concentrations greater

than 0.5%, incubation times longer than 48 hours, or temperatures

above 4°C reduced the agitation needed to free the cells, but models

prepared from these cells showed reduced motile capabilities.

Gentle agitation of the trypsinized tissue fragments released

some single cells, but mostly cell aggregates of various sizes

(Figure 1A). The yield of single, dissociated cells was increased by

incubating the trypsinized tissue for 5 minutes at 20°C in Ca21-/Mg24--

free saline containing 2 mM EDTA prior to agitation (Figure 1B).

This also was essential to avoid the spontaneous detachment of the

cilia from basal bodies that occurs upon demembranation in the

presence of Ca2+ ions, and had no deleterious effect on the motility

of the reactivated models. Concentration of the cells by hand-

centrifugation ensured a larger number of models in the final

preparation, facilitating data collection, while at the same time,
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minimizing the irreversible losses of motility found at higher G

forces. Rinsing cells with Wash Buffer prior to demembranation

removed traces of the Ca24-/Mg2+-free saline, and reduced the pH to

7.0, the optimal pH for reactivation (Hard et al., 1982).

Dissociation of the ciliated epithelium by trypsinization and

divalent cation chelation was not entirely efficient. Although

single and paired cells predominated, some small cell aggregates

still were present. To avoid potential damage caused by further

handling, the single cells were not separated from the aggregates

before demembranation.

Motile Capabilities of Demembranated Models

Models prepared from the isolated cells consisted of the entire,

intact ciliary tuft and underlying cortical material (Figure 2). The

nucleus almost always remained attached to the cortical material,

although occasionally the nucleus was absent. No difference in

function was noted in these anucleate models, so they were included

in measurements described below. The ultrastructural basis of the

integrity of demembranated models is presented in detail elsewhere

(Hard and Rieder, 1983).

Ciliary tufts were not motile following demembranation with

Triton X-100. However, nearly 100% of the models could be

reactivated with MgATP. Approximately 90-95% of the models exhibited

ciliary beat cycles with bending waves of normal amplitude and

shape. The remaining 5-10% of the motile models either possessed
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obvious structural damage or cilia that exhibited abnormal,

fibrillating movements. At 1.25 mM ATP, nearly all of the models

showing bending waves of normal shape and amplitude also showed

coordinated ciliary beating:- i.e., the spatial and temporal

relationships among ciliary beat cycles within a model were constant

so that synchrony or metachrony were observed. To assure some degree

of quality control, preparations with less than 90% of reactivated

models showing bending waves of normal shape and amplitude, or less

than 90% showing ciliary coordination were discarded.

Cell models reactivated with 1.25 mM ATP showed ciliary beat

frequencies between 24 and 27 Hz, essentially the same as those

measured for isolated axonemes from newt lungs (Hard et al., 1982).

These frequencies also are within the range measured in living,

cultured newt lung ciliated cells at 21°C (Table I). Therefore, 1.25

mM ATP was adopted as a standard substrate concentration in

reactivation medium used to evaluate other motile characteristics of

the cell models.

Under standard reactivation conditions (Table AI), the beat

frequency of the ciliated models was quite stable over time. In the

two separate preparations shown in Figure 3, beat frequency remained

constant for the first 30 minutes following reactivation, and

decreased by less than 10% in the ensuing 60 minutes if the MgATP

concentration was maintained by perfusion with fresh Reactivating

Solution. Likewise, the percentage of models propagating coordinated

waves within the ciliary tuft remained stable for the first 30

minutes following reactivation. However, in the next 60 minutes the
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percentage of coordinated models decreased by more than 50%. On the

basis of these results, all experiments described below were

completed within 30 minutes of reactivation with any given

preparation.

Motility and Coordination Thresholds of Reactivated Models

In the absence of ATP the demembranated ciliary tufts are

immotile. When the process of demembranation is observed under the

microscope, the cilia are seen to slow down as endogenous ATP is

depleted, ultimately stopping within seconds after the Demembranating

Solution is introduced. Also, observations of this process suggested

that the tufts became uncoordinated just before motility ceased.

This was investigated further by supplying increasing amounts of

MgATP to freshly prepared, immotile models, and observing their

subsequent motile behavior in order to answer the question: Does

coordinated ciliary movement develop simultaneously or sequentially

with the initiation of motility induced by adding MgATP?

As the MgATP concentration was increased, the motile behavior of

the ciliary tufts changed continuously. In order to describe the

changes that occurred, we artificially subdivided this continuous

process into four distinct categories with respect to waveform and

degree of coordination, each constituting a stage through which a

model passed as the MgATP supplied to it increased. The four

categories are illustrated in Figure 4 and defined as follows:
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Low Amplitude (LA): The cilia are motile, but have extremely

reduced amplitude of beat. In many cases, only the distal ends

of the cilia are motile. No coordination exists between cilia.

Uncoordinated (U): The amplitude of ciliary beat cycles is

normal, but beat cycles within a model are not spatially or

temporally related to one another. The tuft appears "tangled".

Partly Coordinated (PC): Beat amplitude is normal, but the

ciliary tuft exhibits only transient areas of synchrony. The

coordination in such areas lasts for a few seconds, then is

lost. Synchrony or metachrony never is seen over the entire tuft

at any one time.

Coordinated (C): Beat amplitude is normal and the spatial and

temporal relationships among the ciliary beat cycles are constant

so that synchrony and metachrony are observed.

Freshly prepared models were treated with a series of ATP

concentrations (2 uM to 35 pM), and at each ATP concentration the

number of models in each descriptive category was recorded. The

percentage of models in each category was calculated as follows:

Percent motility ( %M) is the number of models showing ciliary motion

of any kind divided by the total number of undamaged, models:

LA + U + PC + C
%M TOTAL
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% Motile with full amplitude (normal) waveforms: (% MFA) = U-I-PC+C
TOTAL

Percent Uncoordinated (%U) = U

Percent Partly Coordinated (%PC)
PC

u pc

Percent Coordinated (%C) C c

Figure 5 shows how the proportion of models exhibiting each

behavior changed with increasing ATP concentration. Figure 5A shows

the percentage of motile models. Motility was first observed at 2

pM ATP and was characterized by very slow, extremely low amplitude

motions, usually involving only the distal portion of the cilia. At

5 pM ATP, almost 100% of the models showed ciliary motion, usually

involving the whole length of their cilia rather than being confined

just to the distal tips. Fewer than 50% had beat cycles of full

amplitude at 5 pM. This percentage increased until at 10 pM ATP, the

% MFA was approximately 90-95%, and there was no further increase at

higher ATP concentrations. In the 5 to 10% that never developed full

amplitude waveforms, the ciliary motion consisted of a rapid,

fibrillation of the whole length of the axoneme.

At 4 uM ATP, all of the FA models were uncoordinated (Figure

5b). As ATP concentration was raised, %U dropped rapidly until at 20

uM ATP, less than 5% were uncoordinated.

In Figure 5C it can be seen that the % Partly Coordinated (%PC)

increased from less than 10% at 5 uM ATP to a plateau of about 50%
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between 10 and 16.67 pM ATP. As ATP concentration was raised

further, %PC dropped rapidly and remained at levels less than 5%

above 25 pM ATP.

Fully coordinated models were not seen until 10 pM ATP, when less

than 10% of normally motile models were coordinated (Figure 5D). %C

rose steadily with increasing ATP concentration to slightly over 95%

at 35 pM ATP. At higher ATP concentration %C varied between 90% and

100%.

It should be emphasized that at any single ATP concentration

between 5 pM and 25 pM, not all the models in the preparation showed

the same behavior: rather, at each ATP concentration there was a

mixture of models with different types of behavior. Each model

passed through the progression of stages as ATP increased, but there

was some variation among models in the ATP level where the transition

from one stage to the next occurred. Figure 5 shows that %M and %MFA

increased rapidly up to 10 pM ATP. In this same range, %U decreases

rapidly, and %PC increased steeply. Between 10 pM and 25 pM ATP, %M

and %MFA showed no further change, %U and %PC remained very low,

while %C showed a slight increase. At ATP concentrations greater

than 25 pM, no further change in all categories occurred.

In this system the threshold for a particular behavior (such as

attainment of motility, or coordination) can be described as a range

of ATP concentrations in which the behavior first appears in some

models, becomes more prevalent, and finally becomes the predominant

behavior of the population of models. There are 3 points of interest

within a threshold range: 1) The ATP concentration at which the
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behavior is first seen. 2) The ATP concentration at which 50% of the

models show the behavior, 3) The ATP concentration at which the

proportion of models showing the behavior is no longer changing.

Thus, the threshold for motility can be defined in two ways: one

definition looks at motility per se, and does not distinguish between

ciliary motion of reduced or greater amplitude. Defined this way the

threshold range of the models is 2 uM to 5 pM, with 50% motile

between 2-3 uM ATP. When only models with full amplitude waveforms

(FA models) are considered, the threshold range is 3 to 10 pM with

50% motile with full amplitude between 5 and 6.25 pM ATP.

Spatial and temporal coordination of the ciliary beat cycles

developed gradually, as reflected by the width of the ATP

concentration range in which coordinated models were seen. This

development of coordination was characterized by a change in the

proportions of U, PC and C models at each ATP conc. Between 5 and 10

pM, models were either U or PC, with the U to PC ratio declining as

ATP concentration was increased. Coordinated models first were seen

at 10 pM ATP, when %U was declining rapidly and %PC was at its

peak. %C increased steadily from 10 pM to 25 pM, where over 90% of

FA models were coordinated. Further increases in %C at ATP

concentration above 25 pM were slight. The coordination threshold

ranges from 10 pM to 25 uM, with 50% coordinated between 17 and 19 pM

ATP.

For each descriptive category, the variation among replicates is

greatest in the portion of the curve with the greatest slope, i.e.,

in the ATP concentration where the change in the proportion showing a
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particular behavior was most rapid. The variation is greater in the

steep portions of the %MFA, %U, and %PC curves, all of which occur

below 10 pM ATP, than in the steep portion of the %C curve, which

occurs above 15 pM. This may be due to the greater difficulty in

classifying models into these categories. The descriptive categories

are a means for imposing discrete intervals on a continuous process,

and it is not surprising that ambiguities and errors are greater in

regions of rapid change. However, coordination, once attained, is

easily recognized, and is lost only upon damage to the model.

Beat frequency measurements were possible only in coordinated

models. In uncoordinated models it was not possible to visually

follow cilia through a series of beat cycles, so beat frequency could

not be measured. In PC models the transient areas of synchrony did

not persist long enough for beat frequency measurement. Figure 6

shows that the beat frequency of coordinated models increased as ATP

concentration is raised from 10 pM to 35 pM.

High Salt Extraction and Vanadate Treatment of Models

Our observations of apparent loss of coordination in ciliary

tufts during demembranation generated the following question: Does

coordination ensue upon reaching a certain, defined beat frequency,

regardless of substrate concentration, or does it occur at a set

MgATP concentration, regardless of beat frequency? Attempts were

made to reduce the beat frequency of models at a given ATP

concentration without changing any other reactivation conditions.
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We used two different treatments designed to accomplish this

aim. High salt (0.4 - 0.6 M) extraction of demembranated axonemes

(Gibbons and Fronk, 1972; Gibbons and Gibbons, 1973; Hard,

unpublished data) has been shown to preferentially remove the outer

dynein arms, and to lower the reactivated beat frequency proportional

to the number of arms removed. It also has been shown that treatment

of demembranated axonemes with vanadate inhibits outer arm dynein

(LAD-1) and also reduces beat frequency (Gibbons et al., 1978).

Extraction of newt lung ciliated cell models with 0.46 M KCl

selectively removed the outer dynein arms (Figure 7). When

reactivated with 1.25 mM ATP, the beat frequency of high salt-

extracted models was reduced to half that of unextracted controls

(Figure 8A). However, in the coordination threshold range of 12.5 pM

to 35 pM ATP, the beat frequency of salt-extracted models was not

reduced (Figure 6, Figure 8B). High salt extraction did not affect

%M, %MFA, or %C either at 1.25 mM ATP (Figure 8A), or in the

coordination threshold range (Figure 8B, Figure 9).

Varying concentrations of vanadate were added to models

reactivated with 20 uM ATP (near the middle of the coordination

threshold range). In the range of 0.1 pM vanadate to 1.25 pM

vanadate, the beat frequency of coordinated models remained the same

as that of untreated controls (Figure 10). However, %M, %MFA, and %C

were reduced by increasing vanadate, so that at 1.25 pM, %M was 20%

lower than untreated models, %MFA was 68% lower, and %C was reduced

by 77% (Figure 10). When models reactivated with 1.25 mM ATP were

treated with 1.25 pM vanadate, the beat frequency was 40% lower than
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that of untreated models, %M remained the same, %MFA was 42% lower,

and %C was 53% lower (Figure 11A). The effects of vanadate treatment

were rapidly reversed by perfusion with vanadate-free Reactivating

Solution (Figure 11A).

The effects of vanadate also were tested on high salt-extracted

models. High salt-extracted models were reactivated first with

vanadate-free reactivation solution. After beat frequency, %M, %MFA,

and %C were recorded, 1.25 uM vanadate in Reactivating Solution was

perfused through the preparation. The effects of vanadate were

recorded, and the models were perfused with normal Reactivating

Solution to remove the vanadate. As noted before, at 1.25 mM ATP,

the beat frequency of the KC1-extracted models was half that of

unextracted models, while %M, %MFA, and %C were unaffected (Figure

8A). Vanadate treatment reduced the beat frequency another 12%, and

reduced both %MFA and %C by 46% (Figure 11B). At 20 uM ATP, the beat

frequency of the KC1-extracted models was not reduced by treatment

with 1.25 mM vanadate. However, %MFA was reduced by 45%, and %C by

48% (Figure 11C). All of these effects were reversible upon removal

of the vanadate by perfusion with vanadate-free Reactivating Solution

(Figure 11B, C).
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DISCUSSION

In general, ciliated cell models isolated previously have been

incompletely characterized or have shown limited motile

capabilities. For example, Necturus oviduct ciliated cell models

(Eckert and Murakami, 1972) beat at frequencies similar to those

measured for living cells. However, the living cells were cultured

in simple saline, and their beat frequencies were reduced as compared

to those measured for other amphibian systems. Coordination in the

ciliary tuft was noted in rabbit cell models (Dirksen and Zeira,

1981), but no values for percent motility upon reactivation or

stability of motility over time were reported for this system. More

than 95% of the Necturus cell models became motile upon reactivation,

and beat frequencies were stable for more than two hours, but no

mention was made of the presence or absence of coordination in the

ciliary tract (Eckert and Murakami, 1972).

High values for percent motility also were reported for Anolis

oviduct ciliated cortices (Torres et al., 1977) and Paramecium cell

models (Naitoh and Kaneko, 1973). However, reactivated beat

frequencies in those systems were low, and the motility of the

Paramecium models diminished rapidly with time. Demembranated,

reactivated ciliated cell models on Mytilus gill filaments were able

to maintain stable beat frequencies (Tsuchiya, 1977). These

frequencies, however, were lower than those of intact cells, and

neither percent motility nor coordination were reported.
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Newt lung ciliated cell models have high motile capabilities

according to all the criteria for performance. Percent motility and

percent coordination are very high. At 1.25 mM ATP, the beat

frequencies measured for the reactivated models correspond to those

measured in living cultured newt lung ciliated cells and populations

of isolated, individual axonemes. Finally, the reactivated motility

is stable with respect to beat frequency and percent coordination.

The three-dimensional relationships of the cilia in the models

were not altered significantly upon demembranation, as both synchrony

and metachrony were observed in reactivated models. Analysis of both

ciliary waveform during the beat cycle, and the type of metachrony

observed in models indicates that they are not significantly

different from those in situ (see Chapter III). These findings

reconfirm that the cell membrane is necessary neither for axonemal

motility per se (Gibbons and Gibbons, 1972; Hard et al., 1982), nor

for the generation and maintenance of coordination among cilia

(Naitoh and Kaneko, 1973; Torres et al., 1977). The structural

integrity of the demembranated tuft is maintained in this system by

interactions between accessory structures and cytoskeletal elements

(Hard and Rieder, 1983).

Two factors are largely responsible for the high motile

performance of our models. First, the procedures for isolating the

ciliated cells and subsequent demembranation and reactivation were

gentle enough to prevent physical damage to the models. We found

that vigorous agitation, either by pipet or vortex mixer, and fast

centrifugation at any step in the procedure reduced the motile
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capabilities of the models. Therefore they were specifically

avoided.

It may be that the reduced motile performance of other

mucociliary cell models was caused by physical damage. Ciliated

cortices of Anolis oviduct were removed from the underlying tissue by

a series of vigorous agitations using a Vortex mixer (Torres et al.,

1977). Similar Vortexing steps were used to isolate ciliated

cortices from rabbit trachea and oviduct (Dirksen and Zeira, 1981),

and in both systems the cortices were concentrated by centrifugation

at 1,000 G or greater. Necturus oviduct ciliated cell models were

subjected to more gentle treatment and their motility more closely

resembled that of intact cells (Eckert and Murakami, 1972).

The second reason for the high motile capabilities and structural

integrity of the newt lung models is the composition of the

demembranating and reactivating solutions. Hard et. al. (1982)

carefully defined the optimal conditions for motility in isolated,

individual axonemes of Taricha, and found that pH, ionic strength,

ionic species, and the absence of ATP in the demembranating solution

were important in determining the motility of the axonemes. The

optimal conditions found for the isolated axonemes also promoted high

levels of motility in the cell models, and deviations from optimal

solution composition resulted in decreases in motile capabilities.

In addition to those factors optimal for reactivation of isolated

axonemes, it was found that it was necessary to control Ca2+

concentration.
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Failure to control Ca2+ concentrations resulted in the

spontaneous detachment of cilia upon demembranation. In the absence

of EDTA, the axonemes readily separated at the basal plate region,

leaving the basal bodies embedded in the remaining cortical

material. This phenomenon has been noted previously (Anderson, 1974;

Blum, 1971). Because our aim was to study coordination among cilia,

detachment was obviously undesirable.

Motility and Coordination Thresholds

Although the patterns of ciliary coordination in intact cells

have been well documented (reviewed in Machemer, 1974; Sleigh, 1974;

Aiello and Sleigh, 1977; Sanderson and Sleigh, 1981), and coordinated

waves in reactivated cell models have been observed (Dirksen and

Zeira, 1981; Naitoh and Kaneko, 1973; Torres et al., 1977), to date

reactivated ciliated cell models have not been used to study

coordination. The highly coupled newt lung ciliated cell model we

have developed provides the opportunity to study this process. The

response of these models to low MgATP concentrations showed that the

threshold for coordination is different from and higher than that for

motility per se.

Thresholds for motility per se in other ciliary systems range

from 60-100 uM ATP for Necturus oviduct ciliated cell models (Eckert

and Murakami, 1972) to 16 uM ATP for Mytilus gill ciliated cell

models (Tsuchiya, 1977). Lower motility thresholds have been

reported for reactivated flagellar models: 4-12 uM for sea urchin
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sperm flagella (Gibbons and Gibbons, 1972) and 10 uM for

Chlamydomonas axonemes (Hyams and Borisy, 1978). This reflects the

higher mechanochemical coupling characteristic of flagellar model

systems in general. The motility threshold value of 2-5 0 for our

ciliated cell models is another indication of their high

mechanochemical coupling and motile capabilities.

Because the development of coordination has not been studied in

other systems, the concept of a coordination threshold value is the

first of its kind. The coordination threshold for our models is

broad, with a lower limit of 10 0 ATP, and an upper limit of 25 uM

ATP. We have not yet determined whether this change in motile

behavior is characteristic only in demembranated models, or whether

it also occurs in intact, living cells at extremely low

frequencies. Future work using low temperature to reduce the beat of

living cells should answer this question.

High Salt and Vanadate Experiments

The most widely accepted hypothesis used to explain ciliary

coordination invokes hydrodynamic interactions which are mediated via

the viscosity of the surrounding medium (reviewed in Machemer, 1974;

Sleigh, 1974; Tamm, 1980). Phase differences in the beat cycles of

closely packed oscillators near the same frequency are reduced by

drag forces. Still, the possibility that other factors also may be

involved in coordination cannot be ruled out (Sleigh, 1968, 1974;

Tamm, 1973).
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The experiments using high salt and vanadate were designed to

reduce the beat frequency of the models at each ATP concentration in

the coordination threshold range. The rationale is that if

coordination is beat frequency-dependent and results primarily from

hydrodynamic interactions, then cilia will not become coordinated

until a certain beat frequency is reached, regardless of ATP

concentration; thus, lowering the beat frequency would cause an

increase in the coordination threshold. On the other hand, if

coordination is due to binding of ATP to another site, with or

without its subsequent hydrolysis, cilia will not become coordinated

until a critical ATP concentration is reached, regardless of beat

frequency; in this case, lowering the beat frequency would not change

the coordination threshold.

From previous studies, it was expected that either removal or

inhibition of the outer dynein arms would cause beat frequency to be

reduced. Brief treatment of sea urchin sperm axonemes with 0.5 M KC1

(Gibbons and Gibbons, 1973, 1979), or 0.5 M NaC1 (Yano and Miki-

Nomura, 1981) selectively removed the outer row of dynein arms. The

number of arms removed was dependent on the duration of extraction,

and a beat frequency drop proportional to the loss of arms was noted

upon reactivation, with a maximum drop of approximately 50% when all

outer arms were absent. Vanadate, a potent inhibitor of outer arm

dynein (LAD-1) (Gibbons et al., 1976) reduced the beat frequency of

reactivated sea urchin sperm flagella between 50 and 80% of control

values (Gibbons et al., 1978). The beat frequency reduction was a

function of the vanadate concentration, and above a critical
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concentration (itself a function of ATP concentration), motility was

completely inhibited.

At 1.25 mM ATP, the beat frequency of newt lung cell models was

reduced as expected by high salt extraction (50% drop), and as

predicted by the electron microscopic evidence for outer arm

depletion. Similarly, beat frequency was reduced by treatment with

1.25 uM vanadate (40% drop). However, in the coordination threshold

range (10-35 uM ATP), the beat frequency was not reduced by either

treatment. Although these results leave the original question

unanswered, they indicate that the outer arms are essentially

nonfunctional below 35 uM ATP.

The effects of these two treatments on ciliary coordination was

somewhat different. Ciliary coordination was unaffected by high

salt-extraction. Both at 1.25 mM and within the coordination

threshold range (10-35 uM ATP), %C was the same for unextracted and

high salt-extracted models. Thus it also can be concluded that the

outer arms are not necessary for coordination among cilia, and

whatever components do control coordination are resistant to high

salt extraction. On the other hand, ciliary coordination was

affected by vanadate treatment. Both at 1.25 mM and 20 uM ATP,

treatment with 1.25 uM vanadate resulted in a marked drop in %C.

This is not due to outer arm inhibition, since vanadate treatment

(1.25 MM) of high salt-extracted models causes just as much %C drop

at both ATP levels as seen for unextracted models.

The fact that motility can be completely inhibited at a critical

concentration of vanadate (>2 uM) indicates that some other process
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is inhibited in addition to LAD-1 ATPase activity. It has been

suggested that the loss of motility may be due to inhibition of some

other enzyme activity associated with the coordination of doublet

microtubule sliding within the axonemes (Gibbons et al. 1978).

The same argument may explain the %C drop in our vanadate-treated

models. Brokaw et al. (1982) found that in Chlamydomonas flagella,

differences in the rates of doublet sliding at different points along

the axoneme are sufficient to cause bending of the axoneme. Changes

in the localization and/or timing of regions of sliding could result

in altered waveforms during the beat cycle. If these changes were

random, so that there was no longer any consistent shape of ciliary

bending waves during the beat cycle, spatial and temporal ordering of

all the beat cycles in a tuft (coordination) would no longer be

possible.

Vanadate could accomplish this by several possible mechanisms,

such as: 1) altering the patterns of activity of the inner dynein

arms (by changing the conformation of the dynein molecules, or

blocking the active site), thus altering the localization and timing

of the doublet sliding; 2) affecting radial spoke-central pair

interactions which could modify the bends formed by dynein arm

activity (Brokaw et al., 1982); 3) affecting basal body function.

Basal bodies may (Gordon et al., 1980) or may not (Anderson and

Floyd, 1980) contain contractile proteins, and although ATPase

activity different from dynein ATPase activity has been noted in

basal bodies from some sources (Anderson, 1977), there is no evidence

yet for an active role of these organelles in coordination. It may
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be that basal body function in coordination is limited to the

passive, anchoring role of orienting the direction of the effective

strokes. Almost invariably, the basal feet that are attached to

basal bodies point in the direction of the effective stroke

(Anderson, 1974; Dirksen and Satir, 1972). The same is true for newt

lung cilia (Hard and Rieder, 1983).

In addition to the inhibition of the Mg2+-activated ATPase

activity of LAD-1, vanadate is known to inhibit the (Na-K)-ATPase

associated with cation transport (Gibbons et al., 1978). But since

our models lack a cell membrane, this is not likely to be involved.

Removal of the outer arms (LAD-1) does not remove all the dynein 1

from the axoneme; some A-band protein remains (Gibbons et al.,

1976). This less readily extractable subfraction of dynein 1 has not

been definitively localized, though it is likely to reside in the

inner arms (Gibbons and Fronk, 1979; Ogawa et al., 1982). This

residual dynein 1 has not yet been obtained in a form showing latent

activity, which suggests that it might be functionally different from

LAD-1. Its sensitivity to vanadate has not yet been tested, but a

role of the residual dynein 1 in ciliary coordination can not be

ruled out. Another possible candidate is dynein 2, though little is

known about its localization in the axoneme (Gibbons et al., 1976;

Ogawa and Gibbons, 1976).

Although we were not successful in reducing the beat frequency of

models in the coordination threshold range, and so were unable to

relate beat frequency and this threshold, the results of these

experiments still are informative. The lack of function of the outer
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arms at low ATP (below 35 MM) may be related to the latency in the

ATPase activity of solubilized LAD-1 (Gibbons and Fronk, 1979), and

may be significant in view of the two-state model for the control of

beat frequency of newt lung axonemes (Hard and Cypher, 1981).

Perhaps other methods of reducing beat frequency will determine

whether the onset of coordination is dependent explicitly on a

critical beat frequency or a critical substrate concentration. It is

suggested that experiments in which the viscosity of the reactivating

media is varied, thereby increasing the hydrodynamic load on the

cilia, may distinguish between these two alternatives.

In summary, our work shows that 1) demembranation has no effect

on the ability of the axonemes to beat at frequencies comparable to

those measured in situ; 2) either a certain beat frequency or

specific ATP level must be reached before coordinated beating of

cilia occurs; 3) the outer dynein arms are essentially nonfunctional

at substrate levels below 35 jiM ATP, and they are not required for

the coordinated beating of cilia.
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Table I. Beat Frequencies of Living, Cultured Newt Lung Ciliated Cells,
Isolated and Reactivated Axonemes, and Reactivated Cell Models
at 21°C.

Source N Beat Frequency (x f S.E. )

Culture No. 1 15 25.51 ± 3.08

Culture No. 2 15 28.63 ± 3.24

Culture No. 3 15 24.44 ± 3.52

Isolated Axonemes *z 25 26.62 ± 2.41

Cell Models coE 25 25.52 ± 2.72

* Axonemes were isolated and reactivated as described in Hard et al.,
(1982)

E Reactivating Solution contained 1.25 mM ATP

Cell models were isolated and reactivated as described in Materials
and Methods.
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FIGURE HEADINGS

Figure 1: Nomarski DIC micrographs of ciliated cells isolated from newt

lungs. A) Agitation of trypsinized lung fragments releases

some single cells, but mostly cell aggregates (arrows) of

various sizes. X 420. B) The yield of single, dissociated

cells is increased by incubating ciliated cell aggregates in

Ca
2+

/Mg2+ -free saline containing 2 mM EDTA. X 420.
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Figure 2: A typical Triton-extracted cell photographed with a 130 usec

exposure after reactivation with 1.25 mM MgATP. This

particular model was beating at 26.5 Hz at the time it was

photographed. Shown is the intact ciliary tuft (C),

underlying accessory structure, (AS), and the demembranated

nucleus (N), which almost always remains attached to the

cortical material. Note the coordinated beating of cilia

comprising the tuft. X 4500.
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Figure 3: The stability of beat frequency and the percentage of models

propagating coordinated waves as a function of time following

reactivation. Two preparations of models (A, B) were

isolated and reactivated (1.25 mM ATP, 21°C) as described in

Materials and Methods. The preparations were prevented from

drying during the experiments by perfusing excess

Reactivating Solution at short intervals. In both

preparations, the beat frequency (0) of 25 coordinated models

was measured over a time course of 90 minutes. In each case

beat frequency remained constant for the first 30 minutes,

and declined by less than 10% during the next 60 minutes.

The percentage of models propagating coordinated waves (%C,

A) was constant for the first 30 minutes, but decreased

rapidly within the next 60 minutes.
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Figure 4: Categories describing the behavior of reactivated models at

low substrate levels. Models pass through four stages as ATP

concentration is increased from 2 pM to 35 pM.

A) Low Amplitude (LA): The cilia are motile, but have

extremely reduced amplitude of beat. In many cases,

only the distal ends of cilia are motile.

B) Uncoordinated (U): The amplitude of ciliary beat cycles

is much greater than in the LA category, but beat cycles

within a model are not spatially or temporally related

to one another. The tufts appear "tangled".

C) Partly Coordinated (PC): The ciliary tuft exhibits

transient areas of synchrony in which coordination lasts

for a few seconds, then is lost. Synchrony or

metachrony never is seen over the entire tuft at any one

time.

D) Coordinated (C): Spatial and temporal relationships

among the ciliary beat cycles are constant enough that

synchrony and metachrony are observed.
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Figure 5: Motile behavior of reactivated models in the range 2 um-35 um

ATP at 21°C. A) %M (o) and % MFA (o): Motility is first

detected at 2 pM ATP, and % M is nearly 100% at 5 uM ATP. %

MFA increases rapidly from 3 pM ATP to a maximum (90-95%) at

10 uM. The substrate threshold for motility per se is in the

range of 2-5 pM ATP (%M = 50% at 2.3-3 uM). The substrate

threshold for full amplitude motility is in the range of 3-10

pM ATP (% MFA = 50% at 5-6.25 uM). B) %U ( ): All of the

full amplitude motile models are uncoordinated at 5 pM ATP.

%U drops rapidly to less than 5% at 20 uM ATP, and at 35 uM

ATP, %U is zero. C) %PC (x): %PC rises to a plateau of 50-

60% between 10 and 16.67 uM ATP, then declines back to less

than 5% at 25 uM. 0) %C ( ): Fully coordinated models

first appear at 10 pM ATP. %C rises steadily to 90-95% at 25

uM or greater. The threshold range for coordination is 10-25

pM ATP (%C = 50% at 17-19 uM).
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Figure 6: Beat frequency of reactivated, coordinated models in the

substrate range comprising the coordination threshold range

(12.5 - 35 liM) at 21°C. (A) shows that beat frequency

increases as ATP concentration is increased, and that the

beat frequencies of high salt-extracted models (o) are not

different from those of unextracted models (A). (B) A

double reciprocal plot of data shown in (A) is linear over

the range studied.
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Figure 7: Typical cross-sections of normal (A,B,C) or high salt

extracted (D,E,F) axonemes of isolated ciliary tufts. Note

the absence of outer dynein arms in the extracted axonemes in

comparison to those present in the untreated axonemes.

X 125,000.
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Figure 8: Effect of high salt extraction on %M, %MFA, %C and beat

frequency of models following reactivation with ATP (1.25 mM

or 20 uM) at 21°C. Demembranated models were extracted with

0.46 M KC1, then reactivated. Control models were

reactivated immediately following demembranation. At 1.25 mM

ATP (A), %M, %MFA, and %C of high salt-extracted models do

not differ significantly from those of unextracted models.

However, the beat frequency of high salt extracted models is

reduced to half that of unextracted models. At 20 uM ATP

(B), which is within the Coordination Threshold range, %M,

%MFA, %C and beat frequency are not different from those of

unextracted controls.
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Figure 9: The effect of high salt extraction of models on %C following

reactivation with ATP (10-35 uM), at 21°C. In the

Coordination Threshold range (10-35 uM), %C does not differ

between high salt extracted models (o) and unextracted

controls (A).
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Figure 10: The effect of vanadate on %M, %MFA, %C, and beat frequency of

models reactivated with 20 uM ATP at 21°C. Reactivation

solutions containing 0.1-1.25 pM vandatate were perfused

through freshly demembranated and reactivated preparations.

At 20 uM ATP (within the coordination threshold range), beat

frequency ( ) was not affected by vanadate up to 1.25 pM.

%M (0), %MFA (o), and %C (A) decreased with increasing

vanadate concentration.
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Figure 11: A comparison of the effects of 1.25 uM vanadate treatment on

%M, %MFA, %C and beat frequency (BF) of normal and high salt-

extracted, reactivated models, and the reversibility of

vanadate effects. Models were reactivated with vanadate-free

reactivation solution, and %M, %MFA, %C and BF were

recorded. Following perfusion of the same models with the

same reactivation solutions containing 1.25 uM vanadate, %M,

%MFA, %C, and BF again were recorded. The vanadate then was

removed by perfusion with fresh, vanadate-free reactivation

solution, and %M, %MFA, %C, and BF were recorded a third time

with the same models. At 1.25 mM ATP, 1.25 uM vanadate

greatly reduced %MFA, %C and BF (A). These effects were

completely reversible. At 1.25 mM ATP, high salt-extracted

models also showed marked reduction of %MFA, and %C upon

treatment with 1.25 uM vanadate (B). Vanadate caused a

slight reduction of BF from its initial level of half that of

unextracted models. Removal of vanadate again reversed these

effects. At 20 uM ATP, vanadate treatment of high salt-

extracted models greatly reduced %MFA and %C, while BF was

unaffected (C). These effects were reversed by removal of

vanadate.
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CHAPTER III.

NEWT LUNG CILIATED CELL MODELS: EFFECT OF MgATP ON BEAT FREQUENCY

AND WAVEFORM PARAMETERS

INTRODUCTION

Ciliary movements, unlike the undulations of flagella, are

asymmetric. Each beat cycle is biphasic: the effective stroke is

characterized by high angular velocity and an extended, rigid ciliary

profile, while in the slower recovery stroke, propagation of a bend

along the shaft results in a less extended, flexed profile. One

result of the asymmetry of ciliary beat cycles is the production of

metachronal coordination, characterized by a spatial and temporal

phase shift in the beat cycles of adjacent cilia, which in turn,

creates a travelling wavefront.

Attempts have been made to compare ciliary beat cycles and

metachronal patterns (Cheung, 1981; Machemer, 1974; Sanderson and

Sleigh, 1981; Sleigh, 1968, 1974; Wilson et al., 1975). However,

comparisons of specific beat cycle parameters has been limited almost

completely to water transporting and compound cilia (Sleigh, 1968),

primarily because the small size, dense packing, and high beat

frequencies of simple cilia make visualization of individual cilia

very difficult. These problems are exacerbated in mucociliary

systems, where the cilia are even shorter, and more densely packed on
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an opaque mucosa. To date, no beat cycle parameters have been

calculated for any mucociliary system.

Even the most complete of these descriptive studies have not

satisfactorily elucidated the mechanisms involved in controlling

ciliary waveform and the coordination of ciliary fields. It is clear

that hydrodynamic interactions among cilia play an important role in

coordination (reviewed in Machemer, 1974; Sleigh, 1974, 1976;

Sanderson and Sleigh, 1981; Tamm 1980), but there is evidence that

other factors also may be involved (Sleigh, 1968, 1974; Chapter

II). An alternate hypothesis to hydrodynamic coupling invokes the

transmission of a coordinating impulse along the cell membrane or

cortical structures (Sleigh, 1974; Tamm, 1973). It should be

possible to systematically study factors affecting these aspects of

motility by using demembranated cell models where controlled

manipulation of experimental conditions can be performed.

Ciliated cell models have been isolated from several systems

(Dirksen and Zeira, 1981; Eckert and Murakami, 1972; Naitoh and

Kaneko, 1973; Torres et al., 1977; Tsuchiya, 1977; Walter and Satir,

1978), but they have not been suitable for studies of ciliary

waveform and coordination because their motile performance was low

when compared to living cells. The conclusions that can be drawn

from experiments on models are limited by the extent to which the

models' motility measure up to that of their living cells.

In Chapter II we described the development of highly motile,

coordinated, newt lung ciliated cell models, and have characterized

some aspects of their motile behavior, including the percent
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motility, the percent showing coordinated beating of the ciliary

tuft, the beat frequency as compared to living cells, and the

stability over time of the reactivated models. The motile

capabilities of these models are higher than any other cell model to

date.

Here the motility of newt lung ciliated cell models is

characterized further by examining their beat frequency response to a

range of MgATP concentrations (0.125 mM to 5 mM), by analyzing their

waveforms at several MgATP concentrations, and by determining the

type of metachrony present in the ciliary tuft. Specific questions

addressed are: 1) What is the models' beat frequency response to

MgATP? Do they conform to saturation kinetics seen in other systems

or to the non-linear kinetics seen with isolated newt lung

axonemes? 2) Does the removal of the cell membrane alter ciliary

waveform?; 3) Do the ciliary waveforms vary with MgATP, or are beat

frequency and other waveform parameters regulated independently?
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Taricha granulosa were captured locally and cared for as

described in Chapter II.

Isolation of .Single Newt Lung Ciliated Cells

The procedures used for isolating populations of dissociated newt

lung ciliated cells are those described previously (Chapter II).

Briefly, minced lungs were incubated for 48 hours at 4°C in 0.5%

trypsin solution (Type IX, Sigma Chemical Co., St. Louis, Mo) in

culture medium at pH 7.2. After this period, the trypsin was

inhibited with 0.5% Soybean Trypsin Inhibitor (Sigma Chemical Co.,

St. Louis, MO) in culture medium, and 5 minutes later the medium

containing the trypsin inhibitor was replaced with fresh culture

medium. Cell aggregates were removed from the underlying tissues by

agitation with a Pasteur pipet and dissociated further by incubation

in Ca2+/Mg24"-free saline plus 2 mM EDTA.

Isolation of Sheets of Lung Mucociliary Epithelium

The procedures used to isolate large sheets of newt lung

mucociliary epithelium are presented in detail elsewhere (Hard and

Rieder, 1983). Minced lungs were incubated for 24 hours at 4°C in 5%
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trypsin (1:250, Difco, Detroit, MI) in culture medium at pH 7.2.

After trypsin inhibition (3.0% soybean trypsin inhibitor in culture

medium), the lung fragments were placed in fresh culture medium and

gently agitated to release sheets of mucociliary epithelium from the

underlying tissues.

Reactivation of Cell Models

Isolated, ciliated cells were demembranated and reactivated

according to procedures detailed in Chapter II. Wash,

Demembranating, and Reactivating solutions were the same as those

used in Chapter II (Appendix, Table AI). Isolated cells were rinsed

twice in Wash Buffer, mixed with Demembranating Solution and put on a

temperature-controlled observation chamber (Hard and Cypher, 1981).

Excess Reactivating solution containing the desired ATP concentration

was added to preparations by perfusion under a top coverslip

separated from the chamber by spacers made of silastic elastomer (Dow

Corning Corp., Midland, MI). All beat frequency measurements and

high speed movies were made within 30 minutes after reactivation,

since the motile characteristics of the models remain unchanged over

that time period (Chapter II).

Beat Frequency Measurements and Photomicrography

Reactivated models and isolated mucociliary epithelial sheets

were observed using either a Wild-Heerbrugg binocular compound
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microscope equipped with phase contrast optics, or a Zeiss UEM

microscope equipped with phase contrast or Nomarski differential

interference contrast (OIC) optics. Beat frequencies were measured

stroboscopically with a Model 136 Point Source Strobex (Chadwick-

Helmuth Co., Elmonte, CA).

Photomicrographs were taken with a Nikon camera, using Kodak

Technical Pan or Kodac Panatomic X 35 mm films. The film was exposed

by a single flash (20-55 microseconds) from the stroboscope. High

speed movies were taken with a Redlake Locam Model 51 high-speed 16

mm movie camera (Redlake Corp., Campbell, CA) using Kodak Technical

Pan film. For this purpose, the stroboscope was synchronized to the

framing rate of the camera. All film was processed in Kodak HC110

developer. Framing rates were 200 frames per second for intact cells

and models reactivated with 50 uM ATP, and 400 frames per second for

models at higher ATP levels.

Analysis of Ciliary Waveforms

Ciliary waveforms were determined by single frame analysis of

high speed movies using an LW Photoanalyzer. Cilia were followed

through at least 4 beat cycles and tracings were made of the ciliary

profile every 1 or 2 frames. The angles that the ciliary base and

tip made with respect to the cel' surface, and the progression of the

ciliary bend during the recovery stroke were measured using a Zeiss

MOP-3 optical pad.
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Waveform parameters calculated for each beat cycle from these

measurements included: The total duration of the effective stroke

(tEs) and of the recovery stroke (tRS); the angular swing (in

degrees) of the base during the effective (BESB) and recovery stroke

(eRSB), the angular swing of the tip for the effective stroke ,-EST,,(A )

and angular velocities (in degrees/msec) of these parameters; the

distance (DBp) of the bend along the ciliary shaft (in pM) during the

recovery stroke, and the average velocity (VBP) of bend propagation

(in um per msec); and finally, the proportion of the beat cycle

occupied by the recovery stroke and by bend propagation (Sleigh,

1968).
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RESULTS

Metachrony of Intact Cells and Cell Models

Profile views of the ciliary tufts of models (Figure 12A) and of

living cells in large sheets of mucociliary epithelium (Figure 12B)

showed either antiplectoid or laeoplectoid metachrony (Knight-Jones,

1954) depending on the orientation of the cells with respect to the

viewer. The antiplectoid component was seen when the beat cycle was

oriented from side to side in the field of view, and the metachronal

wave appeared to move opposite the direction of the effective

stroke. The laeoplectic component was seen when the beat cycle was

directed in and out of the plane of the field of view, toward the

viewer, and the metachronal wave appeared to move to the left.

Beat Frequency Response to Varying MgATP

A biphasic beat frequency vs MgATP response has been reported for

reactivated, isolated, individual newt lung axonemes (Hard and

Cypher, 1981). The question can be posed: Is this biphasic response

inherent to the axoneme itself, or is it only acquired following the

separation of the axonemes from the ciliary tuft? This question can

be answered by charting the beat frequency vs MgATP response of newt

lung ciliary cell models, where the ciliary tuft remains intact.

Figure 13 shows the beat frequency response of models to MgATP
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over the concentration range 0.125 mM - 5 mM. Beat frequency rose as

ATP concentration was increased in a way that superficially resembled

saturation kinetics. However, when these data are presented as a

double reciprocal plot as in Figure 13B, they show distinct non-

Michaelis-Menten kinetics. Two separate, linear regions can be

identified, one at low ATP levels, below 0.5 mM, and one at higher

ATP levels, above 0.8 mM. From the regression line calculated for

the low ATP region ([ATP] = 0.125 - 0.5 mM), the apparent Fmax is

25.4 Hz, and the apparent Km is 0.15 mM ATP. From the regression

line calculated for ATP concentrations above 0.83 mM, the apparent

Fmax
is 34.9 Hz, and apparent Km is 0.47 mM. The deviation from

linearity seen in the double reciprocal plot is further emphasized

when the data is rearranged into an Eadie-Scatchard plot (Figure

13C).

Ciliary Beat Cycle Analysis

There are 300-400 cilia on each newt lung ciliated cell (Hard and

Cypher, 1981), 'and though some cilia are lost upon demembranation,

the cilia in the tufts remain densely packed. In other mucociliary

systems, this dense packing has hampered detailed analysis of the

beat cycle. However, newt lung cilia are substantially longer than

other mucus-transporting cilia (Hard and Weaver, 1983), so that many

individual cilia are distinguishable, and cilia beating in the plane

of focus can be followed throughout several beat cycles. Profile

views of cilia showed that the recovery stroke is co-planar with the
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effective stroke in both the models and in intact, living cells of

isolated sheets of mucociliary epithelium, thus further facilitating

waveform analysis in this system.

We wanted to answer two questions with the beat cycle analysis:

1) Does the removal of the cell membrane alter ciliary waveform?; and

2) Do the ciliary waveforms of models vary with frequency? There-

fore, we analyzed the beat cycles of intact cells, and cell models

reactivated with MgATP. ATP levels were chosen to correspond to the

low, high, and transition regions of the biphasic beat frequency vs

MgATP plot (Figure 13).

Temporal changes of the basal inclination angle and the

progression of the bend along the ciliary shaft during the recovery

stroke provide a means for describing the ciliary beat cycle (Sleigh,

1968). Figure 14 shows the movements of a representative cilium in

intact cells and in models reactivated at the three different ATP

concentrations. In each case, the graph begins with an effective

stroke, and shows the angle of basal inclination increasing to a

maximum at the end of the effective stroke. The basal inclination

angle then decreases during the recovery stroke, reaching a minimum

which is maintained until the next effective stroke begins. The

propagation of the bend along the ciliary shaft, which starts at the

beginning of the recovery stroke, continues through the rest of the

recovery stroke, and is not completed until the cilium already has

begun its forward swing during the ensuing effective stroke.

Beat cycle parameters were calculated as described in Materials

and Methods. These parameters are shown in Table II and in Figures
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15 through 18.

The total duration of the effective stroke (tEs) and the recovery

stroke (tRs) are shown in Figure 15. It is obvious that as beat

frequency increased, the total duration of both portions of the cycle

decreased. Models reactivated with 50 0 ATP had the lowest beat

frequency, and the longest tRs and tEs. Models reactivated with 0.5

mM and 2.5 mM ATP had much higher beat frequencies and correspond-

ingly shorter total durations. Intact cilia had intermediate beat

frequencies, and their tRs and tEs were in between those of models at

50 uM and 2.5 mM. The beat frequencies of trypsinized cells tend to

be only one-half to two-thirds of those of non-dissociated cells.

The angular velocities of the basal portion of the axoneme in the

recovery stroke ( ;7/

RSB.
) and the effective stroke (ci

ESB.
)

'
and of

the tip in the effective stroke (WEST) varied with beat

frequency (Figure 16). Models at 50 uM ATP, with the lowest beat

frequencies, had the lowest WR,
o

;
ESB,

and WEST' These parameters

were greater in intact cilia, and even higher in models at the higher

ATP levels.

For all groups the total angle traversed by the axonemal tip

(BEST) was much greater than the basal angular swing (A
-RSB, 6ESB)

(Figure 16). This was due to a reverse flexure in the axoneme

proximal to the recovery stroke bend, and also due to the fact that

at the end of the effective stroke, after the basal portion stopped

moving, the rest of the axoneme continued moving forward, forming the

beginning of the recovery stroke lead. It is logical to expect that

the basal angular swing in the recovery stroke should be the same as
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that in the effective stroke, and the data confirm this for each

group. Figure 16 also shows that BRsB, BEST and EtEsT did not vary

among the groups, indicating that there was no effect of

demembranation, or of ATP level on these parameters.

Not surprisingly, the velocity of recovery stroke bend

propagation (VRS) varied with beat frequency (Figure 17A). The bend

traveled most slowly along cilia reactivated with 50 uM ATP. VRS was

higher in intact cilia, and increased progressively in models treated

with 0.5 mM and 2.5 mM ATP respectively. However, the total distance

of bend propagation (DBp) did not appear to vary among groups in any

consistent way (Figure 17B). This parameter appeared to be greater

for axonemes at 50 I'M ATP. The meaning of this difference is

uncertain due to the large variability associated with this

parameter.

Although tEs, tRS (Figure 15), ,47EsB and WRsB (Figure 16A) varied

with beat frequency, the ratios WRsB/w- and tRS /tES remained

E SB

constant among groups (Figure 18). For each group WEsB was slightly

greater than WRSB'
although the differences were not significant due

to the large variability within each group. In all groups tRs/tEs

was significantly greater than 1, indicating that the recovery stroke

occupied a greater proportion of the beat cycle than did the

effective stroke, and this did not change upon demembranation, or

with varying ATP level.

The ratio of the duration of recovery stroke bend propagation as

a proportion of the beat cycle (aBp) to the duration of the recovery

stroke as a proportion of the beat cycle (aRs) shown in Figure 16,
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was an indication of the overlap of the recovery stroke bend

propagation into the next effective stroke. This parameter also did

not vary among groups. In each group, aBP /aRS was greater than 1,

showing that recovery stroke bend propagation up the shaft was not

complete at the time the base of the axoneme changed direction to

begin the next effective stroke. This shows that, although the base

of the axoneme remained at rest for a period after it completed its

basal swing in the recovery stroke (Figure 14), there was no rest

period in the beat cycle.

It should be emphasized that those parameters which describe the

ciliary waveform did not vary during the beat cycle, i.e.
' %SIP

8ESB' BEST' DBP,
tRs/tEs, and atp/aRs did not vary among groups.

Using these parameters and the ciliary profiles traced from high

speed movies, a generalized diagram of the movement of newt lung

cilia can be drawn, showing the change in ciliary waveform during the

beat cycle (Figure 19).
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DISCUSSION

Ciliated cell models described previously have had limited

utility for studying ciliary waveforms and coordination due to their

limited motile capabilities. Conclusions drawn from experiments on

models are restricted by the extent to which the models' motility

measures up to that of living cells of that system. To show the

potential usefulness of a model system, demonstration that the

models' motile performance is similar to living cells is paramount.

The strength of the demonstration is increased by including as many

aspects of motile performance as can be obtained.

Our newt lung ciliated cell model system has been more completely

characterized and displays better motile capabilities as compared to

living cells than any other cell model to date. Motile

characteristics reported previously (Chapter II) include: 1) high

percent reactivation -- at ATP concentrations about 5 uM, the ciliary

tuft of nearly 100% of the models was motile, 2) high percent

coordination -- above 25 uM ATP more than 90% of the motile models

produced coordinated waves in the ciliary tuft; 3) beat frequencies

at 1.25 mM ATP corresponded to those measured in living, cultured

cells and populations of isolated, individual axonemes; 4) the

stability of reactivated motility over time -- beat frequencies of

models did not change over 90 minutes, and the percent coordination

was constant for 30 minutes; 5) the structural integrity of the

ciliary tuft and its continued association with cortical accessory

structures.
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In this study we have characterized these models further by

examining their beat frequency response to ATP in the range, 0.125 mM

- 5 mM. We also have analyzed the ciliary waveform of normal cells

and reactivated models and determined the type of metachrony

present.

Beat Frequency vs. MgATP

A rise in beat frequency with increasing MgATP routinely has been

observed in other axonemal model systems, and linear double

reciprocal regressions of 1/F vs. 1/ATP are typical (Gibbons and

Gibbons, 1972; 1973, Okuno and Brokaw, 1979; Torres et al., 1977).

The beat frequency of our models varied directly with MgATP also, but

the beat frequency response was clearly nonlinear, as shown by the

biphasic double reciprocal and Eadie-Scatchard plots.

A biphasic beat frequency vs MgATP response initially was

reported for populations of isolated, reactivated, individual newt

lung axonemes (Hard and Cypher, 1981). Hard and Cypher (1981)

proposed that an intra-axonemal mechanism controls an equilibrium

between two different conformational states, each of which allows a

different maximum beat frequency, and that the equilibrium point is

affected by ATP concentration and temperature. In their terminology,

at low ATP levels axonemes exist in State 1, a "Low Frequency

State". At high ATP levels, they exist in State 2, a "High Frequency

State". They also showed that the outer dynein arms were involved in

the ability to switch from State 1 to State 2, which supported their
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suggestion that the biphasic response of axonemes may reflect in situ

activation of outer arm dynein (LAD-1).

Since the isolation procedures of ciliary tufts were only

slightly altered from those used to obtain isolated, individual

axonemes (Hard et al., 1982; Chapter II), it is likely that the

biphasic response of our models resulted from the same mechanism

present in the isolated axonemes. The transition zone of our models

(0.5 - 0.8 mM ATP at 21°C) corresponds to that of isolated axonemes

(0.5 mM at 21°C), although the slopes of our regression lines

differed somewhat from theirs. In State 1, the extrapolated Fmax

value of our models was slightly higher than that of isolated

axonemes, and in State 2 the Fmax value of our models was lower than

that of isolated axonemes. These differences may indicate slightly

reduced mechanochemical coupling of the cell models as compared to

the isolated axonemes. For both isolated axonemes and cell models

the presence of biphasic double reciprocal plots (representing the

ability to switch from state 1 to state 2) depended on a high degree

of mechanochemical coupling. Whenever our models showed reduced %

motility, % coordination, and beat frequency (all indications of poor

mechanochemical coupling), the double reciprocal plots were linear,

with extrapolated Fmax values near those for State 1.

Another possibility is that if in situ activation of dynein 1 is

responsible for the shift to State 2, the differences in Fmax values

between cell models and isolated axonemes may be caused by

differences in the degree of activation. A larger increment of

dynein 1 activation over the level of isolated axonemes in State 1
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would result in the State 1 of the cell models. A subsequent

increment of activation at higher ATP levels would result in State

2: a smaller increment would result in State 2 of the cell models,

while a larger increment would result in State 2 of the isolated

axonemes. Although factors such as Triton X-100 and sulfhydryl

reagents are known to activate isolated LAD-1 (Gibbons and Fronk,

1979), it is not yet known what may cause the activation of LAD-1 in

situ, besides ATP and temperature (Hard and Cypher, 1981). So while

our results are consistent with this interpretation, we cannot rule

out other possibilities.

Maintenance of Constant Ciliary Waveforms Following Demembranation or

Varying MgATP Level

Sleigh (1968) has noted a problem inherent in ciliary waveform

analyses. Ciliary beat cycles appear to be quite variable. This

variability renders description of the movement difficult, and

interpretation troublesome. This is an important issue when dealing

with cell models, where it must be determined whether any variability

encountered is inherent in the cilia or a result of the procedures

used to produce functional models.

By comparing the beat cycle parameters of intact cells with those

of models at several ATP levels, we have been able to answer this

question. With the exception of beat frequency, our data show that

substantial variability is characteristic of the newt lung ciliary

beat cycle, since both models and living cells showed within group
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variation for most parameters that was greater than 10% of the

mean. Because beat cycle parameters (including beat frequency) of

intact cilia and models at several ATP levels showed comparable

variability, we conclude that demembranation and reactivation does

not cause the variability. It is possible, however, that cilia in

vivo are less variable, and that the trypsinization process used to

remove the mucociliary epithelium as sheets of living cells or as

single cells from which models were prepared, was responsible for the

increases in variability. The fact that beat frequencies of cilia on

trypsinized mucociliary epithelial sheets are consistently lower than

those of cultured cells shows that the effects of trypsin are not

confined merely to dissociation of the epithelium. At present we

have no way to study cilia in vivo: the opaque mucosa underlying the

epithelium precludes detailed obsevation.

Certain beat cycle parameters were dependent on the beat

frequency of the cilium. These included

tRS,
tES' wESB' wRSB' WEST, andVBP' The differences in these

parameters among groups paralleled their beat frequency

differences. More interesting are comparisons of the parameters

which do not depend on beat frequency. These parameters show that

the ciliary waveform during the beat cycle (described by EIESB, aRSB,

BEST' and DBp), the proportion of time spent in each stage of the

beat cycle (shown by tpsit
ES) '

the overlap between one recovery

stroke and the next effective stroke (shown by aBp/aRs), and the

ratio of basal angular velocities ( w /WTRSBESB
) did not differ among

groups. Thus we conclude that demembranation and reactivation per se
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had no effect on ciliary waveform or the relationship of the stages

of the beat cycle to each other. There has been speculation about

the role of cell membrane and microtubule-membrane bridges in the

regulation of ciliary motility (Dentler, 1981; Dentler, Pratt, and

Stephens, 1980). Our data show that neither of these structures is

required for normal ciliary movement. We also conclude from the

effect MgATP had on the beat cycle, that ciliary waveform and beat

frequency are regulated independently.

To our knowledge, this has not been documented in any other

ciliary model system. Maintenance of constant wavelength and wave

amplitude at varying beat frequencies has been described in sperm

flagella (Brokaw and Josslin, 1973; Gibbons and Gibbons, 1973).

Ciliary beat cycle parameters analogous to flagellar wavelength and

amplitude are DBP and 0, and like wavelength and amplitude in sperm

flagella, these remained constant at different beat frequencies. At

very low frequencies (below 1/4 the frequency of intact sperm),

wavelength of the reactivated flagella increases (Brokaw and Josslin,

1973). We noted a slight increase in DBP in models reactivated with

50 uM ATP (6.4 Hz: approximately 1/4 that of cilia on living,

cultured newt lung cells), although the large standard error

associated with this parameter casts some uncertainty in its

interpretation.
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Other Aspects of the Beat Cycle

The presence of a rest period at the end of each effective stroke

has been described in frog palate and rabbit tracheal epithelial

cilia, and is thought to be characteristic of mucus-propelling cilia

(Sanderson and Sleigh, 1981). However, newt lung cilia do not rest

between beat cycles. In this capacity, they seem to be more like

water-transporting cilia, which seldom have been observed to rest

between cycles. The conclusion that rest at the end of the effective

stroke is characteristic of mucus-propelling cilia is, at best,

premature. The small size, and dense packing of cilia in most

mucociliary systems has prevented the detailed beat cycle studies

that would determine whether cilia rest or not. In any event, it is

unlikely that the absence of mucus from our epithelial sheets and

models, or the trypsinizing procedures used to isolate the cells

resulted in the disappearance of a rest period normally present in

vivo. This latter conclusion is based on stroboscopic observations

(Hard and Weaver, unpublished observations) of cilia in primary

cultures of newt lung cells, where trypsin is not used in culturing

procedures, and mucus often overlies the mucociliary epithelial

monolayer. Here, a rest period during the beat cycle never has been

detected.

The type of metachronism in a field of cilia and the path

followed by each cilium in the recovery stroke seem to be related

(Machemer, 1972, 1974; Sleigh, 1974). Orthoplectic metachronism,

where the direction of the ciliary effective stroke and the direction
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of metachronal wave transmission occur in the same plane,

consistently is observed in systems where the effective stroke and

the recovery stroke are co-planar. Laeoplectic metachronism has been

reported in systems where the recovery stroke gyrates clockwise with

respect to the effective stroke plane. Newt lung ciliated cells and

models do not fit this pattern. Because the recovery and effective

strokes are co-planar, some type of orthoplectic metachronism would

be expected, but instead we observed antilaeoplectic metachronism in

both the mucociliary epithelial sheets and the models. Again, it is

unlikely that trypsinization or the presence or absence of mucus

affected the planar relationship of the recovery and effective

strokes, as cilia in untrypsinized cultures appear to produce co-

planar cycles. According to the generally accepted hypothesis

(Machemer, 1972), the direction of metachrony tends to be determined

by the smallest vector of force in the ciliary field. The patterns

observed in other systems agree with the predictions of this

hypothesis, but the apparently anomalous relationship between the

beat cycle and metachronal pattern in newt lung cells is

perplexing.

Although few ciliary systems have been adequately described, some

comparisons can be made. The newt lung mucociliary epithelium is

similar to other mucociliary systems in the type of metachrony

present. However, the presence of co-planar beat cycles displaying

no rest period seems is different from other mucociliary systems in

which these parameters were studied. The beat cycle parameters of

newt lung cilia support the general conclusions of Sleigh (1968) that
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ciliary beat cycles are variable, and the overall duration of the

recovery stroke is longer than that of the effective stroke.

In summary, our work shows that: 1) demembranation does not

alter ciliary waveform or pattern of coordination; 2) beat frequency

varies biphasically in response to MgATP like that shown previously

for isolated, individual newt lung axonemes; and 3) ciliary waveforms

and metachronal coordination are regulated independent of beat

frequency.
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TABLE 11, Beat cycle parameters of Intact cilia and reactivated models (50 uM, 0.5 nM, 2.5 MM ATP) calculated from high speed movie analysis*.

INTACT 50 uM 0.5 fd4 2,5 MM N (beat cycles)

Beat Frequency (Hz)

Total Duration (msec)

Effective Stroke: t
ES

Recovery Stroke: fps

Angular Swing (Degrees)

Base, Effective Stroke: 8E5B

Base, Recovery Stroke: Ipse

Tip, Effective Stroke: BEST

Angular Velocity (Degr./msec)..

Base, Effective Stroke:
ESB

Base, Recovery stroke:
-RSB

Tip, Effective Stroke:
WEST

Ratio: w
R
se/;

ESB

Ratio: T RS/TES

Bent Propagation In RS

Distance traveled (uM) D
BP

Average velocity (tOM/msec): Vep

Proportion of beat cycle: okep

Recovery Stroke as Proportion

of Beat Cycle :

"41S

Bend Propaq, as prop, of cycle
ex

BP

PkftS

14.93 (0.74)

24,84 (5,31)

42,1 (4.83)

38.01 (18.74)

39.5 (10.5)

125,61 (12.22)

1,68 (0,58)

1.32 (0,38)

5.13 (0,83)

0,894 (0,431)

1.751 (0.392)

5,77 (1,06)

114,48 (25.8)

0,721 (0,066)

0.629 (0,052)

1,174 (0,146)

6,36 (0,75)

73.39 (7.65)

107.29 (5.30)

60.75 (14.58)

57,27 (15,31)

121,91 (15.57)

1,02 (0,29)

0,91 (0,18)

1,67 (0,25)

0,937 (0.226)

1,479 (0.188)

7,615 (0,229)

64,45 (3,67)

0,656) (0,037)

0,594 (0,032)

1.119 (0.081)

22.57 (1.11)

16,3( (2.04)

27,78 (1,97)

62.21 (17.03)

46,53 (21.04)

110,89 (15,28)

4.31 (0,85)

2,95 (1.45)

6,93 (1,01

0,69 (0.32)

1,71 (0,26)

4,65 (1,03)

147,63 (41.83)

0.730 (0,056)

0.628 (0,036)

1,169 (0,107)

27,52 (4,61)

13.46 (2.09)

23,87 (4,53)

40,25 (14,3)

39,03 (11,82)

104,42 (15.9)

3.42 (1.35)

2,64 (0,79)

8.05 (1.11)

1.06 (0,99)

1,80 (0,37)

5.96 (1,69)

210.14 (38,97)

0,713 (0,054)

0.637 (0,045)

1,108 (0.084)

12

12

12

12

12

12

12

12

12

12

9

9

9

12

9Ratio:
Recovery STroke as prop, of cycle.

" 3 different cilia In each group were traced through 4 beat cycles. For each group parameters were calculated for each beat cycle, then the mean

(t s,e,) of each parameter for all 12 beat cycles was calculated.
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Figure 12: Nomarski DIC micrographs of cell models and mucociliary

sheets, isolated from newt lungs. A) A typical Triton-

extracted cell model after reactivation with MgATP,

photographed with a 20 microsecond exposure. Shown is

the intact ciliary tuft (C), underlying accessory

structures (AS), and the demembranated nucleus (N), which

almost always remains attached to the cortical material.

X 3400. B) A large sheet of living mucociliary

epithelial cells isolated from the lung. Mucous cells

(M) are interspersed among the ciliated cells (CC). X

1800.
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Figure 13: The beat frequency response of cell models reactivated at

21°C with 0.125 - 5.0 mM MgATP. The mean beat frequency

s.e. of 3 replicates of the experiment are plotted vs.

MgATP. Each replicate used a separate pool of

trypsinized lungs from 3 newts, and freshly made

solutions. The beat frequency of 25 models was measured

for each replicate at each ATP level. (A) Beat frequency

rises as MgATP is increased, with apparent saturation

kinetics. However, a double reciprocal plot (B) of data

shown in (A) is nonlinear over the range studied. Two,

separate, linear regions of different slope are seen:

The high ATP region, [ATP] = 0.833 - 2.5 mM has an

apparent Fmax of 34.9 Hz and an apparent Km of 0.47 mM.

The low ATP region [ATP] = 0.125 - 0.5 mM, has an

apparent Fmax of 25.4 Hz, and an apparent Km of 0.15

mM. Points at [ATP] = 3.33 and 5.0 mM were omitted from

regressions because the models' beat frequency response

at these ATP levels was less than values at lower ATP

levels, probably because of substrate inhibition. An

Eadie-Scatchard plot of BF/ATP vs BF (C) further

emphasizes the deviation from linearity seen in (B).

Because reciprocals of reaction velocity (BF) are not

involved, this plot does not magnify variation at low

[ATP]. Apparent Fmax and Km values for the two linear

segments calculated from this plot were not different

from those obtained from the double reciprocal plot.
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Figure 14: The change in the basal inclination angle and propagation

of the recovery stroke bend during the ciliary beat

cycle. These parameters were measured for cilia on

mucociliary epithelial sheets (A), and models reactivated

with 2.5 mM (B), 1.25 mM (C), 0.50 mM (0) and 50 pM (E)

ATP. Ciliary profiles were traced at 1 or 2 frame

intervals from high speed movies, and the basal

inclination angle in degrees and the distance of the

recovery stroke bend along the shaft in 0 were plotted

against time in msec. Each graph shows the movements of

a typical cilium in the particular group. Basal

inclination angle increases in the effective stroke, then

decreases during the recovery stroke. Recovery stroke

bend propagation upward continued into the following

effective stroke. The beat frequency is indicated for

each cilium shown.
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Figure 15: The total duration of the effective stroke and the

recovery stroke during the beat cycle. As ATP level

increases, the total duration in msec of both the

effective stroke (tEs) and the recovery stroke (tRS)

decrease. Values represent the mean and standard error

of 12 beat cycles in each group measured (intact cells;

reactivated models - 0.05 - 2.5 mM ATP).
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Figure 16: Angular swing (9) and angular velocities 07,0 of the

ciliary base and tip during the beat cycle of the same

cilia measured in Figure 15. A) The basal angular

velocity (degrees/msec) is greater during the effective

stroke than during the recovery stroke. Except at 50 pM

ATP, the angular velocity of the tip during the effective

stroke is greater than that of the base. As ATP level

increases the angular velocity of the base and tip

increases. B) The total angle (degrees) traversed by the

axonemal tip is much greater than the basal angular

swing. This parameter does not vary among groups.
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Figure 17: Parameters associated with recovery stroke bend

propagation tipward. A) As ATP levels (and beat

frequency) increase, velocity of bend propagation (VBP)

increases. B) The distance of bend propagation along the

shaft (DBp) does not vary in any consistent direction

among groups. C) The ratio of the duration of bend

propagation as a proportion of the beat cycle to the

duration of the recovery stroke as a proportion of the

beat cycle (aBP/aRS) also does not vary among groups.

This parameter is greater than 1, indicating that

recovery stroke bend propagation continues into the

following effective stroke.
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Figure 18: Ratios of the basal angular velocities and the total

durations of effective and recovery stroke. Neither

WRSB/WESB nor tRS /tES vary among groups. tRs/tEs is

greater than 1, indicating that the recovery stroke

occupies a greater proportion of the beat cycle than the

effective stroke.
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Figure 19: Diagrammatic representation of the beat cycle of newt

lung cilia. Since waveform parameters (8,-ESB, eRSB, BEST,

DBP:
Table II) show no differences among groups, a single

diagram can illustrate the beat cycle of newt lung

cilia. Ciliary profiles are drawn at intervals of 1/10

of a beat cycle, and were determined from average 0 and

DBP
values in Table II, intermediate angles and bend

distances from the MOP analysis, and observations of the

tracings. The shapes and positions of the axonemal

profiles are approximate, due to the large variability of

the parameters.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The lack of a suitable demembranated cell model has hindered the

study of the mechanisms responsible for the regulation of ciliary

waveform and coordination. In this study, procedures have been

described for isolating and reactivating highly motile, coordinated

ciliated cell models from the lungs of the newt, Taricha granulosa.

By evaluating the percent motility, percent coordination, stability

of motility over time, and their beat frequency, waveform, and type

of metachrony in relation to those observed in living cells, we

conclude that these models possess a high degree of mechanochemical

coupling, and display the motile characteristics of the living

system.

Using this highly coupled model, we have shown that: 1)

demembranation has no effect on the ability of the axonemes to beat

at frequencies comparable to those measured in situ, nor does it

alter ciliary waveform or the pattern of coordination; 2) development

of coordination in the ciliary tuft occurs at higher substrate levels

than those required to initiate motility Per se; 3) the outer dynein

arms are essentially nonfunctional at substrate levels below 35 uM

ATP, and they are not required for the coordinated beating of cilia,

4) beat frequency varies biphasically in response to MgATP like that

shown previously for isolated, individual newt lung axonemes; and 5)

ciliary waveforms and metachronal coordination are regulated

independent of beat frequency.
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Table AI: Wash Buffer, Demembranating Solution, and Standard
Reactivating Solution Used for Isolating and Reactivating
Newt Lung Ciliated Cell Models (modified from Hard et
al., 1982; Hard and Cypher, 1981).

Component
Wash
Buffer*

Demembranating
Solution

Standard
Reactivating
Solution

High Salt

Solution*

KPIPES 120 mM 120 mM 120 mM 19.2 mM

MgSO4 2.5 mM 2.5 mM 2.5 mM 2.5 mM

EDTA -- -- 0.5 mM 0.5 mM

OTT 1.0 mM 1.0 mM 1.0 mM 1.0 mM

ATP -- -- 1.25 mM 1.25 mM

Triton X-100 2% (v/v)

KCl -- -- -- 0.46 M

*
All solutions were adjusted to pH 7.0 with KOH.


